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ABSTRACT

A transportation network is a complex system that exhibits the properties of selforganization and emergence. Previous research in dynamics related to transportation
networks focuses on traffic assignment or traffic management.

This research

concentrates on the dynamics of the orientation of major roads in a network and
abstractly models these dynamics to understand the basic properties of transportation
networks. A model is developed to capture the network dynamics. Localized investment
rules – revenue produced by traffic on a link is invested for that link’s own development
– are employed. Under reasonable parameters, these investment rules, coupled with
traveler behavior, and underlying network topology result in the emergence of a
hierarchical pattern for a given network structure and land use distribution. Hypothetical
networks subject to certain conditions are tested with this model to explore the network
properties. Though hierarchies seem to be designed by planners and engineers, the results
show that they are intrinsic properties of networks. Also, the results show that roads,
specific routes with continuous attributes, are emergent properties of transportation
networks.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A Network is defined as a collection of nodes, and the links that connect the
nodes. Networks include transportation systems, communication systems, the brain, and
social circles. Each network is inherently complex due to its structural connectivity,
dynamic behavior, and nonlinear and heterogeneous interactions between its elements –
nodes and links. Much research is needed to understand even some of the simplest and
most prevalent networks. One wonders why such an important aspect of science was
neglected for so long. However, the advent of computers, concepts like self-organization
and chaos used in the study of nonlinear dynamics, and growing dependence and interest
in networks such as the Internet have made it possible for researchers to concentrate their
energies to understand intrinsic structure of networks.
Roads - transportation networks - are probably the most important infrastructure
to any country as they provide means to move people and goods. It is customary
(Banavar et al., 1999) to address networks that transfer matter or energy or a form of
energy from one or more sources to many sinks through a medium as "Transportation
Networks". Examples of transportation networks include river systems, the circulatory
system and water supply systems among others.

But in this research the term

"Transportation Networks", or just "Networks", is used specifically to refer to road
networks.
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Transportation networks manifest properties like hierarchy of roads, accessibility,
geometrical features (or network properties like the ratio of nodes to links), congestion,
and so on. This research models transportation network dynamics as a “complex system”
and observe first, under what conditions, if any, a hierarchy of roads emerges, and
second, under what conditions roads, specific continuous set of links with similar
attributes, emerge.
A complex system consists of numerous autonomous agents, the interaction of
which results in system properties different from agent properties. A transportation
network, when examined from the perspective of complex systems, consists of nodes
(intersections), links (road sections), land use cells, and travelers, which comprise agents.
Modeling a transportation network as a complex system involves modeling these agent
properties and their interactions, and these interactions should result in dynamics similar
to the dynamics of transportation networks. In this research, network topology is taken as
a given variable and link and system properties are modeled.
Most of the research in transportation networks has concentrated on the traffic
assignment aspect of travel demand modeling and few researchers have studied dynamics
of a network as a whole. Some theoretical aspects of hierarchical models in urban
studies, and the framework of the agent based transportation hierarchical model adopted
in this research are presented in Chapter 2. The network topologies, and land use
distributions considered in this research are presented in Chapter 3. Other aspects of the
model like travel demand model, revenue model, investment model are presented in
Chapter 4. Experiments conducted on hypothetical networks are presented in Chapter 5,
which also includes comparisons of these networks with the Twin Cities network.

2

Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and the potential consequences of this
research on transportation planning process and policy.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Roads (or road links) can be classified into hierarchies according to the flow of
traffic they carry.

Freeways, which are at the extreme end in the hierarchical

classification, carry maximum traffic while their span is relatively small when compared
to the total length of all roads in a given geographical location. The U.S. Interstate
Highway System comprises one percent of all highway miles, but carries one fourth of
vehicle miles of travel (USDOT 2000). Conversely local roads, which are a larger share
of road length, carry little traffic, mostly from adjacent land uses.
There are mathematical models in fields like regional science and economics that
intend to explain the formation of hierarchies of their respective subjects. Regional
science explores hierarchies of places or hierarchies in the system of cities (Beckmann
1958; Beckmann and McPherson 1961; Fano 1969; Tinbergen 1968).

Economics

considers formation of income categories and firm sizes (Champernowne 1953; Roy
1950). But there is virtually no similar research in transportation, as it seems to be taken
for granted that planners and engineers design the hierarchies of roads.

Using the

example of an underdeveloped country, Taaffe et al. (1963) explain the growth of the
transportation network and emergence of hierarchies of roads as a “continuous process of
spatial diffusion and an irregular or sporadic process influenced by specific economic,
social, or political forces.” However, their study does not present a mathematical model.
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If hierarchies and roads really emerge, rather than being designed, then there is
much to learn from the disciplines mentioned above. Any explanation of the formation
of hierarchies of places does not end without mentioning the central place theory
developed from works of Christaller (1933) and Lösch (1954). Christaller presents three
principles that govern the formation of central places – market principle, traffic principle
and sociopolitical principle – of which the first two are consequential to this research.
The market principle states that central places emerge in a geographical area to maximize
the market area of each of them subjected to transportation costs. The traffic principle
states that central places emerge to maximize the satisfied demands of transportation
while minimizing the cost of transportation and infrastructure provision.

Lösch

suggested that these central places – market areas - take a hexagonal shape. Krugman
(1996) argues that these models don’t qualify as economic models as they do not show
emergence of these central places from “any decentralized process.” Recently, Fujita et
al. (1999) formulated a mathematical model that explains the hierarchical formation of
cities from a “decentralized market process”.
Principles of complex systems have become popular among the fields that require
modeling system properties from decentralized processes.

There is no universally

accepted definition of a complex system. However, it is generally agreed that it consist
of “a large number of components or ‘agents’, interacting in some way such that their
collective behavior is not simple combination of their individual behavior” (Newman
2001). Examples of complex systems include the economy – agents are competing firms;
cities – places are agents; traffic – vehicles are agents; and ecosystems – species are
agents.

Complex systems are known to exhibit properties like self-organization,
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emergence and chaos. The Cellular Automata (CA) is a commonly employed tool for
modeling complex systems (von Neumann 1966; Schelling 1969; Wolfram 1994, 2002)
that has been applied to model traffic (Schadschneider and Schreckenberg 1993; Nagel
and Schreckenberg 1992).
Epstein and Axtell (1996) modeled social processes using agent based computer
models – another tool of modeling complex systems. They modeled a “Sugarscape” – a
landscape of resources that agents consume – and placed agents – rational decision
makers – on it to simulate social processes. They showed the emergence of social wealth
and age distributions (which can be considered as social hierarchies) from localized
interactions of agents.

They also modeled the dynamics of trade networks, credit

networks and disease transmission networks using agent interactions (but did not model
transportation networks).
Christaller (1933) examines the formation of central places according to the
aforementioned economic principle of traffic in societies with a preference either for long
distance travel or for short distance travel. He further states that “the demand of the
population, the cost of transportation, the cost of invested capital, etc., decisively
influence the formation of a traffic system”. Though he lists the underlying principles
that govern the formation of transportation network, he does not explain the formation of
hierarchies of roads, as his subjects are “central places” but not roads. This research
attempts to fill this lacuna by modeling transportation networks to observe the conditions
under which the hierarchies of roads emerge.

6

2.1

Model Framework
An agent-based model is adopted to model transportation networks. The

components model are a land use model, a travel demand model, a network revenue
model, a network cost model, and a network investment model.
For a given network topology, a land use and demographic model reads the user
defined demographic and employment data for each land use cell and assigns the cells to
the nearest network node.

The travel demand model converts this population and

employment data into traffic using the given network topology and determines the link

UserDefined
Events

Travel
Demand
Model

Network
Structure

Revenue
Model
Model
Coordinator

Land Use
and
Demographic
s

Cost
Model

Data
Storage

Data
Export
Model

Investment
Model

ASCII
Output
Files

Visualization

Figure 2.1 An overview of the model.
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flows by following the traditional planning steps of trip generation, trip distribution, and
traffic assignment (for simplicity, we have no mode choice as a single mode is assumed).
A revenue model determines the toll the traffic must pay for using the road depending on
speed, flow and length of the link. A cost model calculates the cost required to maintain
link speeds depending on traffic flow. Revenue in excess of maintenance costs will be
invested on the link to improve its condition using an investment model until all revenue
is consumed. After upgrading (or downgrading) each link in the network, the time period
is incremented and the whole process is repeated until an equilibrium is reached or it is
clear that it cannot be achieved. The output file produced is exported to a visualization
tool and the dynamics are viewed in a movie-like fashion. The visualization tool is also
capable of presenting the required statistics of the dynamics according to user needs. An
overview and inter-connection of these models is shown in Figure 2.1.
Using this model a variety of network topologies and land use patterns are tested
to study the properties of transportation networks. A grid network is used for two
reasons; first its prevalence; and second its ease of maintaining uniform distribution of
link lengths and area of traffic zones. Cylindrical and torus network topologies are also
employed in order to test the effect of no-boundary topologies and compare the results
with planar topologies, which will help in understanding the intrinsic properties of planar
networks. In particular, we want to understand how boundaries affect the results.
Hierarchical properties of roads emerge, perhaps obviously, if central places exist.
However, in order to test these properties in the case of no central places, land use and
demography are maintained uniformly. Randomly distributed land use and a downtown
land use with a density gradient are also used in some experiments.
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CHAPTER 3
TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS AND LAND USE

Land use and transportation networks are mutually dependent systems in the
sense that change in one affects the growth (or decay) of the other. Nevertheless, this
research neglects the dynamics that involves the effects of the network on land use in
order to understand network properties in isolation.
The network and land use are modeled as shown in Figure 3.1. Transportation
networks are modeled as directed graphs overlaying a land use layer. The land use layer
is modeled as a grid of land blocks called land use cells. The network layer and land use

Network Layer

Land use Layer

Figure 3.1 A Schematic representation of network and land use.
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layer are connected to exchange information between layers.
In the following sections a mathematical representation of the network and land
use are explained, followed by different cases used in the model.

3.1

Network Layer
Any network can be considered as a collection of nodes (or vertices) that are

connected by links (or edges or arcs). A transportation network, mathematically, can be
expressed as a "graph". A graph consists of a set of nodes and a set of links. Let {G}
denotes a graph that represents a transportation network (a network is a physical structure
and a graph is a mathematical representation of the network). Let {N} denotes
sequentially numbered nodes and set {A} denotes a sequentially numbered directed links
that connects nodes in {N}. Sets are expressed between curly brackets.
{G} = {{N},{A}}

(3.1)

Let N denote number of elements (number of nodes) in set {N} and A denote
! number of elements (number of links) in set {A}. If links in a graph are directional, i.e. a

link from node 1 to 2 is differentiated by a link from 2 to 1, then the graph is called a
directed graph. Since roads are directional, a directed graph is a better representation of
a transportation network. Let {R} denotes a set of origin nodes and {S} denotes a set of
destination nodes. Note that in the networks modeled herein, {R} = {S} = {N} i.e. each
node acts as both origin and destination. A link a connected from origin node r to
destination node s is represented as r → s.
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Let xn and yn represent the x and y coordinates of node n ∈ {N} in Cartesian
coordinates. Let la be the length of the link a. xn and yn are static variables of a node n
and la is the static property of a link a. Let vta be the average speed of a vehicle on link a
∈ {A} at time step t and is referred as link speed. Travel time on the link, which is the
ratio of link length to link speed, is the impedance to flow. It is assumed that there is no
impedance to the flow at a network node1.

Figure 3.2 is an example graphical

representation of a transportation network with 5 nodes and 9 links.
A sequence of distinct links makes a path. A directed graph is connected if any
given pair of nodes is joined by at least one path. A cycle is a path with an end node the
same as the starting node. A directed graph is cyclic if there is at least one cycle in the
graph. All the cases considered in this research are cyclic connected directed graphs as
3
2A

1A
4

8
1

2

3A

5

6

7

4A

9

5A

Figure 3.2 A directed network
___________________
1

Intersections turning movements slow vehicles, which can be considered an impedance, whose

value depends on the type of intersection, type of turning movement (left turn or right turn or
through movement) and its turning phases.
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Figure 3.3 A grid network

they better represent the transportation networks. For more terminology and conventions
in graph theory, see Chachra et al. (1979).
In the following sub-sections network topologies considered in this research are
explained.

3.1.1

Grid Network

Local roads in many cities are very close to grid structure.

Their prevalence and

simplicity are not the only reasons why they are considered: The uniformity in link
length, trips produced, and trips attracted, is easy to control in grid networks. Since the
main objective is to show whether a hierarchy in transportation networks is an emergent
property, it is important to maintain uniformity, and a grid network provides the required
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flexibility. Grids with 10 and 15 network nodes running longitudinally and laterally are
considered. Sometimes, depending on the situation, a larger network, a square network
with 25 or more network nodes running in both directions, is also considered. Figure 2.2
shows a sample grid network with 4X4 network nodes.
The main drawback of using a grid network is that the effect of edges on the
formation of hierarchies cannot be eliminated. In order to eliminate edge effects, two
additional cases involving a cylindrical and torus world are considered.

3.1.2

Cylindrical Topology
A grid network on a cylindrical topology, as shown in Figure 3.4, though

unrealistic, eliminates edge effects on one side. But edges that are parallel to the brims of
the cylinder will still affect the hierarchies.
The difference in representation of a cylindrical case from the planar case is the
coordinate system and node connectivity. Just two coordinates are required to represent
the exact location of a network node.

3.1.3

Torus Surface
A grid network on a torus surface is considered to eliminate the discontinuities

associated with a grid network on planar and cylindrical surfaces. But on a torus surface
a grid network will result in non-uniformly distributed link lengths. It is easy to maintain
the spacing between links parallel to the meridian axis (circular axis) but it is not possible

13

Figure 3.4 A grid network on cylindrical surface

to maintain the spacing between links wrapping around meridian axis.

In order to

overcome this, nodes along opposite sides of a grid network are forcibly connected in
such a way that link lengths are uniformly distributed through out the resulting network.
The resulting distorted torus surface is hard to imagine visually. In such a torus world,
theoretically, it can be argued that every link is indistinguishable with every other link
irrespective of its orientation, provided land use and travel behavior are uniform.

3.1.4

Realistic Networks

Aforementioned networks are considered due to their ability in maintaining certain
characteristics of networks.

However, in reality transportation networks are neither
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uniform grids nor cylindrical grids nor torus grids, so a few realistic graphs are also
considered.
(give examples of networks u are using)

3.2 Land Use Model
The main purpose of land use models in any transportation planning process is to provide
land use inputs to transportation models. Land use data is used to calculate the total
number of trips attracted and produced from a traffic zone. Usually in any land use
model a given geographical area is divided into zones, and the spatial distribution of land
use variables like population, employment, and industry are calculated using certain
known (surveyed) data (Hutchinson 1974).
The land use model adopted for this research differs from traditional land use
models. Land use is modeled as a grid arrangement of land blocks called land use cells.
Modeling land use using cells provides the flexibility of dividing the geography into
zones and provides semi-disaggregate data up to certain extent. Each land use cell holds
the information of its location, population density and market density (an aggregation of
retail and office space) of the corresponding land block. Using this data a trip generation
model calculates trips attracted and produced from each land use cell. In order to keep
the analysis simple it is assumed that trips produced from a land use cell are directly
proportional to population density and trips attracted from a land use cell are directly
proportional to market density. Therefore the information that a land use cell holds can
be considered as trips produced and trips generated. Let (x’, y’) be the ordered pair that
represent the location of land use cell, with x " being the position of the cell in the xdirection, y " being position of the cell in the y-direction.

!
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!

Let X and Y represent total

number of land use cells in x and y direction respectively. Let p(x’, y’) and q(x’, y’) be
the trips produced from and trips attracted to land use cell (x’, y’) respectively. Since the
total number of trips produced in a geographical area equals the total number of trips
attracted, the following equation always holds true.
(X ,Y )

#

(X ,Y )

p( x ", y ") =

( x ",y " )

# q( x ", y ")

(3.2)

( x ", y " )

Each land use cell is assigned to the closest network node. The cost of commuting
! between a land use cell and its nearest network node is neglected. The total trips

produced and attracted from a network node by summing up trips of all the land use cells
assigned to that network node. Let {On} be the set of all the land use cells that are closer
to network node n than to any other network node. An algorithm is required to calculate
the set {On} for each node in the network. This problem is similar to calculation of
voronoi diagrams or thiessen polygons. The nearest network node to a land use cell is
assigned by comparing the distances between the land use cell and network nodes around
it.
Four different kinds of land use patterns are considered in this research: random,
uniform, bell shaped and realistic. Each of these categories is elaborated in the following
sub-sections.

3.2.1

Randomly Distributed Land Use
The spatial distribution of land use properties like population and employment

depends on many factors and some of these variables are interdependent. In randomly
distributed land use, trips produced and trips attracted are each randomly distributed for
16

each land use cell in the geography. The trips produced and attracted are uniformly
(randomly) distributed between given minimum and maximum values:

p( x ", y "),q( x ", y ") ~ Un(umin ,umax )

(3.3)

! 3.2.2 Uniform Land Use
A uniform land use pattern in which every cell throughout the geography has
identical properties can be assigned by using the distribution shown in equation (3.3) by
using identical umin and umax values. This kind of land use pattern is required to control
the effect of land use on formation of hierarchies of roads.

3.2.3

Bell Shaped Land Use

In reality the land use distribution is not completely random, though certain rural places
can be approximated to a random land use pattern. The distribution of land use variables
in an urban area with a central business district can be represented as bell or inverted bell
shaped surfaces. In such a case the trips attracted q(x’, y’) is modeled to increase as the
center of the geography is approached along a radial.

Trips produced, which are

proportional to residential density, are assumed to be at a minimum at the center,
resembling an inverted bell shaped surface. The schematic representation of a cross

17

Trips Produced

Trips Attracted

Figure 3.5 Slice of a bell shaped downtown land use pattern

section of assumed distributions of trips produced and trips attracted along a radial
direction are shown in Figure 3.4. The spatial distribution of trips attracted function is as
shown in the equation:

q( x ", y ") = umin + (umax # umin )e

#z 2 (( x " #d x )2 +( y " #d y )2 )

(3.4)

where,

!

dx is the position of the land use cell at the center of the downtown along x-axis,
dy is the position of the land use cell at the center of the downtown along y-axis,
z is a factor that depends on the spread of the downtown.
Using the given distribution for trips attracted, equation (3.4), and equation (3.2)
the distribution for trips produced is calculated. Substituting q(x’, y’) from equation (3.4)
in equation (3.2) gives:
18

(X ,Y )

# p( x ", y ") =
( x ",y " )

!

(X ,Y )

(X ,Y )

# q( x ", y ") = X $ Y $ umin + (umax % umin ) # e
( x ",y " )

%z 2 (( x " %d x )2 +( y " %d y )2 )

(3.5)

( x ",y " )

Using (3.5) and assuming an inverted bell shaped surface for trips produced, the
distribution for p(x’, y’) is calculated using
p( x ", y ") = u* # (umax # umin )e

#z 2 (( x " #d x )2 +( y " #d y )2 )

(3.6)

where,
!

u* is computed using:
(X ,Y )

2(umax " umin )
"z 2 (( x $ "d x )2 +( y $ "d y )2 )
u = umin +
e
%
X #Y
( x $, y $ )
*

(3.7)

A family locates its residence depending on the location of workplace, transportation
! costs, and house rent. Given the increasing nature of house rents and decreasing nature

of transportation costs towards the location of downtown, if we assume all jobs tend to be
near downtown, an inverted bell shaped distribution for trips results.

3.2.4

Realistic Land Use

In reality the land use distribution is neither uniform nor a perfect bell shaped surface. It
is a very bumpy terrain with discontinuities and only certain small areas showing trends.
Moreover it is dynamic, changing every year. Since mathematical formulations of such
dynamic distributions are cumbersome and time consuming, and sometimes less accurate,
a direct method is adopted to read land use data in the form of matrices. These matrices
represent trips produced and trips attracted from a land use cell. This method gives us the
flexibility to test hypothesis of hierarchies using realistic land use patterns.
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CHAPTER 4
MODELS

In this chapter travel demand model, revenue model, cost model and investment
model are discussed in order.

4.1

Travel Demand Model

The travel demand model converts the given land use into link flows on a given
transportation network. At any point of time the flow on a link results from many
individuals’ decisions. Individuals decide how often to travel, where to travel, what mode
of transportation to choose, and which route to take (Small and Winston, 1999). The
transportation engineers and planners often model these decisions, respectively, using
Trip Generation, Trip Distribution, Mode Choice, and Traffic Assignment. The purpose
of trip generation is to systematically divide the geographical area into zones and convert
the land use properties of these zones into trips produced and attracted by travel purpose
like work, school, shopping, and recreation. Trip distribution matches the generated trips
by purpose between each origin and destination zone – also known as matrix balancing.
Mode Choice divides the trips from the trip distribution step according to the choice of
transportation mode. Traffic assignment models the travelers’ choices of routes by using
the relationship between flow and travel time and helps in calculating the link flows
(Sheffi 1985). A schematic representation of the interrelation between these steps of
travel demand modeling is shown in Figure 4.1.

20

Land Use Properties

Trip Generation

Trip Distribution
Travel Survey
Mode Choice

Network

Traffic Assignment

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of relationship between steps involved in Travel
Demand Model

To simplify the analysis, a single vehicle type is considered, thereby eliminating
the necessity of mode choice. The travel demand modeling steps involved in such a case
is similar as shown in Figure 4.1 except that there is no mode choice step. Traffic
Assignment uses information directly from Trip Distribution step.

In many travel

demand models a feedback loop is usually added between steps in order to capture the
mutual effect between flow and travel time. The relationship between flow and travel
time is known as a link performance function.

But in this research, congestion is

neglected so feedback is not required. These travel demand modeling steps are discussed
below in detail.
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4.1.1

Trip Generation

As explained earlier, trip generation converts the land use properties into trips produced
and attracted from a zone. It has been established in many studies that trips produced
from a zone correlate with household size, number of workers in the household, vehicle
ownership, and household income (Hutchinson, 1974). Number of trips attracted to a
zone has high correlation with floor area of retail shops, services and offices, and
manufacturing and wholesale shops in that zone (Hutchinson, 1974). Land use data and
travel survey data are used to establish the coefficients in these relationships using
regression analysis. Actual trips produced and attracted from each zone are estimated
using these coefficients.
The land use model gives demographic and market data that is converted into
trips produced and trips attracted. The land use model calculates {On}, the set of all land
use cells that are close to network node n, for each network node. The area comprising
all the land use cells in a set {On} can be considered as a zone with a network node as its
geometric center. Since the terms zone and network node convey the same idea (in this
model), they are used interchangeably. The trip generation model calculates the total
trips produced and attracted from a network node by summing the values of all the land
use cells that are closest to this network node using the equations shown below.

pn =

% p( x ", y ")

(4.1 a)

#( x ", y " )${O n }

qn =
!

% q( x ", y ")

(4.1 b)

#( x ", y " )${O n }

!
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Where,
pn is trips produced from network node n calculated by trip generation model,
qn is trips attracted to network node n calculated by trip generation model.
Most trip generation studies classify the trips according to purpose and economic
class in order to examine dynamics of movement and important activities in a city or
metropolitan area. Since the objective of this research is different from classifying the
activities in a city, this type of analysis is not performed.

4.1.2

Trip Distribution

In this phase of travel demand modeling, the trips produced from a zone are differentiated
according to their destination and the trips attracted to a zone are differentiated according
to their origin. In other words, every trip originating from a zone is given a destination
zone and every trip attracted to a zone is given an origin zone. This step generates an
origin-destination matrix (OD matrix), also known as a trip table, with its elements
representing the number of trips generated from an origin zone or origin network node,
given by the elements row number, to a destination zone or destination network node,
given by the elements column number.

Since every zone is both an origin and

destination, and the trips originating and ending in the same zone are not counted; the OD
matrix is a square matrix with zeros along its diagonal. Let mtrs represent elements in the
OD matrix, which means mtrs is the number of trips generated from network node r and
ending at network node s in time step t. Then the following relationships hold at every
time step t.
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N

pr = " mrst

"r # {N}

(4.2 a)

"s # {N}

(4.2 b)

s=1
N

!

t
qs = "
! mrs
r=1

Note that r represents an origin network node and s represents a destination network
!
! node. There are many methods available to estimate an OD matrix, the singly
constrained gravity model is adopted in this research.
The gravity model for trip distribution is similar to Newton’s principle of
universal gravitation. The concept is the total number of trips from network node r to
network node s, mtrs, is directly proportional to total number of trips produced from
network node r, pr, and trips attracted to network node s, qs, and is inversely proportional
to some function of distance or travel time from node r to s h(drst ) , known as the friction
factor (Hutchinson, 1974),

mrst "

!

prqs
h(drst )

!

"r,s # {N}

(4.3)

where,
!
dtrs is the generalized cost of commuting between nodes r and s.
To define the generalized cost of commuting between any two nodes, it is
necessary to define the generalized cost of commuting on a link. The generalized cost of
commuting on a link a in time step t is assumed to consist of two parts; travel time
converted to monetary value and toll.

dat =

la
+ " 0 (la ) "1 (v at ) " 3
v at

(4.4)

!
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where,

ρ0, ρ1 and ρ3 are coefficients.
One way of calculating generalized cost between any origin and destination nodes
is by summing up generalized cost of all the links along the preferred path between the
nodes. Since the routes that travelers take is not known at this stage, the ambiguity one
faces is how to calculate the dtrs between any given r and s. Two assumptions are made at
this stage. First, congestion or the feedback effect between travel time and flow (link
performance function) is neglected. In models where such a feedback is important, trip
distribution is initially performed for an assumed link travel times and the resulting OD
matrix is used to perform traffic assignment that gives the flow on each link. These link
flows, using the link performance function, gives the updated travel times and steps from
trip distribution are performed in an iterative method until an equilibrium of flow and
travel times is achieved.
Secondly, it is assumed that all trips between any origin and destination follow the
same route and the route is the shortest path between the nodes. The algorithm used to
calculate the shortest path is presented in the next section. Lets assume for now that
{Ktrs} represents a set of links that are along the shortest path between the origin node r
and destination node s. Note that due to the first assumption the shortest path between
any two nodes does not change before and after performing the trip distribution.
Using these two assumptions the generalized cost of travel between any two
nodes is calculated using.
drst =

#d $

t t
a a,rs

"r,s # {N}

(4.5)

a "A

!

!
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where, δia,rs is dummy variable equal to 1 if link a belongs to {Ktrs}, 0 otherwise.
The equation (4.3) can be written without proportionality as

qs " h(drst )
"r,s # {N}
m = pr
# qs " h(drst )
t
rs

(4.6)

s

The OD matrix
! resulting from equation (4.6) satisfies equation (4.2 a) due to its

! functional form, but it might not satisfy equation (4.2 b). In other words, the OD matrix
is balanced for trips produced, but trips attracted are not accounted exactly. In order to
balance the trips attracted for each destination zone, weighted qs variables are used in
equation (4.6) instead of qs itself and the weights used are changed iteratively until
equation (4.2 b) is approximately satisfied for every destination network.
The following equations show that OD matrix calculated using equation (4.6)
doesn’t account for all the trips attracted to a zone.

#
&
#
&
i
t
%
(
%
(
q
h
p
h
" mrst = "% pr sq rsh i ( = qs "% rq hrs t ( ) qs
" s rs ( r % " s rs (
r
r %
$
'
$ s
'
s
Let

!

"m

t
rs

(4.7)

be represented as qsk at the end of kth iteration. The weighted number of trips

r
+1)
attracted at the end of kth iteration - q*(k
- is calculated using the formula:
s
!

!

*(k +1)
s

q

q*k
= qs sk ;k " (1,2,3,...)
qs
!

(4.8)

Note that when k=1, q*1
s = qs . Since this is an iterative process, a criterion when to
!

stop the process is required.

It looks completely logical to choose convergence of

! trips attracted, q*k , as criterion to stop the iterative process since q*k
weighted number of
s
s

is the variables that is modified after each iteration. But some cases are encountered in
!

!
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which weighted number of trips attracted, q*k
Especially in those
s , never converges.

q
cases where qsk reaches an equilibrium after some iterations and ks > 1, since q*k
is
s
qs
!
q
multiplied
by ks at end of every iteration. Due to this mathematical !
complication, a
!
qs
!
different criterion for stopping the iterations is chosen. The criterion following is used:

!

# (q

k
s

" qs ) 2 $ %

(4.9)

s

where,
!

ε is a very small pre-specified error.
The interpretation of the criterion is, the iterative process stops when q*k
gets
s
close to qs for every destination zone s and the root of sum of error squares is within
!

specified value ε.

Many possible functional forms for friction factor have been used in previous
studies. The following functional form is used in this research,
f (drs ) = e"w# d rs

!

(4.10)

This equation shows that coefficients in the friction factor depend on the origindestination pair. Trip length frequency distribution for a given metropolitan area, or for a
given origin-destination pair of a city depending on the requirement, gives a better feeling
of the functional form of the friction factor.
The friction factor can be interpreted as deterrent to travel expressed as a function
of cost of travel. A constant friction factor, which is completely unrealistic, indicates that
the choice of destination zone is independent of cost of travel. An exponential friction
27

factor indicates that farther destinations are less frequently visited, and close by
destinations are most popular destinations.
The OD matrix calculated using the method discussed in this section calculates
trips produced from an origin network node and ending at a destination network node for
the morning commute only. But in any given typical day of an urban region, by the end
of the day all the travelers who are currently at their destinations (e.g. work or school)
will return to their origin nodes(e.g. home). If we assume there are no non-work or nonschool related trips then the morning and evening commute accounts for all the trips in
the city. This is of course incorrect, but if network expansion decisions are based on peak
traffic, this approximation is reasonable for the purpose of this study. The OD matrix for
the evening commute can be easily calculated as the transpose of the OD matrix of the
morning commute. Say mrst1 represents an element in the morning OD matrix calculated
using the equation (4.6) and mrst2 represents an element in the evening OD matrix then the
!
relationship between them is as shown below.
mrst2 = [mrst1 ]T!= msrt1

(4.11)

Since it is assumed that flows on links are independent of travel time, instead of
! performing traffic assignment twice, for the morning and evening commute, a composite

OD matrix can be formulated that represents the total number of trips between network
nodes for the whole day and traffic assignment can performed, only once, using this
composite OD matrix. This composite OD matrix mrst* can be calculated as shown below:
mrst* = mrst1 + mrst2 = mrst1 + msrt1 = mrst2 + msrt2
!
!
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(4.12)

The composite OD matrix mrst* can be calculated by adding the morning OD
matrix and its transpose, eliminating the necessity of calculating the evening OD matrix
as an intermediate step.

4.1.3

!

Traffic Assignment
Traffic Assignment is the last and important step of travel demand modeling. It

converts the OD matrix, from the trip distribution step, into flows on the links depending
on the way travelers choose routes and link performance function. This step of travel
demand modeling is probably the most mathematically intense part in which much
research has been done.

A wide variety of mathematical formulations of traffic

assignment are available in the literature. It is usually assumed that every traveler tries to
optimize his travel time by choosing the quickest route to reach the destination. This
route might not be the only route taken by a traveler between same origin and destination
pair. Further, Wardrop’s rule says that, at equilibrium, travelers between any given
origin and destination will not experience any advantage by unilaterally changing their
route. For the purpose of this network dynamics model, it is assumed that all trips
between a given pair of origin and destination take the shortest path.

This is an

approximation of travel behavior. Dijkstra’s Algorithm is used to calculate the shortest
path. Though the shortest path algorithm is presented here, it is performed before trip
distribution due to reasons explained in the trip distribution section, and because we
ignore congestion effects on link performance. The following section describes the
Dijkstra’s Algorithm.
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Dijkstra’s Algorithm
Dijkstra’s algorithm is regarded as one of the most efficient algorithms to
calculate the shortest path (Chachra et al., 1979). The disadvantage is it cannot list all the
possible shortest paths between nodes. For the directed graph {G} defined previously, a
shortest path between origin node r to every other node in the network can be calculated
using this algorithm. Let Δ be the distance matrix of {G} with Δij representing the length
of the links from node i to node j, if nodes i and j are not connected then the
corresponding element in Δ is a very large number. Say the set of nodes {N} is divided
into two different subsets {Ωr} and {Γr}, where {Ωr} represents the set of nodes to which
shortest path from r is known and the complementary set of {Ωr} is {Γr}. Let " r
represent a vector of permanent labels of nodes corresponding to every node in {Ωr}. The
permanent label of a node is the shortest distance of the node from the origin!node r. Say
{Φr} is the set of nodes that are adjacent to nodes in {Ωr} along the shortest path. Let Λ
be a vector of temporary labels of nodes corresponding to nodes in {Γr}. The steps
involved in the algorithm are explained below.
1)

Initialize {Ωr} = {r}, " r = {0}, {Φr} = {0}, and all elements of Λ are assigned a
large number.

2)

Find all the!child nodes that are adjacent to any node j – parent node - in {Ωr}
that are not already in {Ωr} using the distance matrix Δ. Then calculate a
temporary label to each of the child node i by summing the permanent label of
the parent node j from the vector " r and length of the link i→j Δij.

!
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3)

Select the node with smallest temporary label and add it at the end of the set
{Ωr}, deleting it in {Γr}. Then add the corresponding parent node j at the end
of the set {Φr} and corresponding temporary label to " r . With the new {Ωr}
repeat the steps from 2 until there are no elements in {Γr}.

!
To get the length of the shortest path from the origin node r to any other node in
the network, look for the position of the destination node in {Ωr} and the corresponding
element in " r gives the length of the shortest path. To get the shortest path itself, look
for the position of the destination node s in {Ωr} and read the element that occupies that

! position in {Φ } then again look for the position of this new node in {Ω } and repeat
same
r
r
the process until the node r is reached in {Φr}, i.e. tracing the shortest path backward until
the origin is reached. The links that lie along the shortest path from origin node r to
destination node s calculated this way are assigned to a set {Krs}.
The above algorithm is done for a single origin node r, but the shortest path from
every node to every other node is required for trip distribution and traffic assignment.
Therefore we perform the Dijkstra’s algorithm for every node in the graph {G}.
Using the OD matrix and the shortest path information, flow on each link can be
calculated by summing the trips between any origin and destination that passes through
that link.
t
∀a∈A
f at = # mrst*"a,rs

(4.13)

rs

where, f at is the traffic flow on the link a in time step t.
!
!
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Symmetry Algorithm
The drawback of using Dijkstra’s algorithm is that it does not enumerate all the
possible shortest paths, if there is more than one. This is a disadvantage especially when
a network is either symmetric or can be mapped onto itself by permuting the node
numbers. Using symmetric conditions in solving traffic assignment problems is not new
to transportation planning, it was suggest by Newell (1980) “if traffic is assigned to
routes so as to minimize some convex function of the link flows, then the resulting link
flows must show the same symmetry as the network itself.” Since the shortest path
algorithm is not an explicit cost minimizing optimization program, the Dijkstra’s solution
is acceptable but an implausible one. Therefore in cases where land use, and network are
symmetric, link flows are averaged with their images from all possible symmetric axes.
In the case of a grid network there are four possible symmetric axes – vertical axis,
horizontal axis, and two diagonal axes. The combinations of these axes produce eight
distinct images of any link, including the original link. Flows from Dijkstra’s algorithm
for all these eight links are averaged to obtain the resulting flow on the links. This is
performed on every link of the network to obtain the symmetric flows.

4.2

Revenue Model
This is a link-based (agent-based) model that calculates revenue for each link.

Revenue is calculated by multiplying the toll and flow. Therefore the higher the flow on
the link, the higher is the revenue. This model assumes that revenue is only collected by
vehicle toll or gas tax, which is a realistic assumption especially in the United States.
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E at = ( " 0 # (la ) "1 (v at ) " 3 ) # ($ # f at ) ∀ a ∈ A

(4.14)

where ψ is a model parameter to scale flow annually.
!

4.3

Cost Model
This model calculates the cost to keep a link in its present usable condition

depending on the flow, speed, and length. A Cobb-Douglas model is assumed as shown
below.

Cat = µ " (la )#1 ( f at )# 2 (v at )# 3 ∀ a ∈ A

(4.15)

where, Cta is the cost of maintaining the road at its present condition in time step t,

!

µ is the (annual) unit cost of maintenance for a link,

α1, α2, α3 are coefficients indicating economies or diseconomies of scale
The cost calculated using this model depicts a threshold cost of maintaining a
link.

4.4

Investment Model
Depending on the available revenue, and maintenance costs this model changes

the speed of every link at the end of each time step as shown in equation (4.16). If the
revenue generated by a link is insufficient to meet its maintenance requirements i.e. Ea <
Ca , its speed drops. If the link has revenue remaining after maintenance, it invests that
remaining amount in capital improvements, increasing its speed. This, along with a
shortest path algorithm, embeds the "rich get richer" logic of link expansion. A major
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assumption in this model is that a link uses all the available revenue in a time step
without saving for the next time step.

v

t +1
a

" E at % (
=v $ t ' ∀a∈A
# Ca &
t
a

(4.16)

where, β is speed improvement coefficient.

!

With the new speed on the links the travel time, and consequently shortest path,
changes and the whole process from the travel demand model is iterated to grow the
transportation network until the network reaches equilibrium, or it is clear that it won’t.

Averaging Link Flows
In reality the investment on roads is such that the money spent upgrading a link a
(m → n) is generally same as investment upgrading link a’ (n → m). But the link speeds
from above model do not necessarily comply, especially when initial speeds are
randomly distributed, and symmetry conditions in traffic assignment cannot be applied.
In order to solve this, the speeds on adjacent links (a and) are averaged at the end of the
investment model.
v at+1 = v at +1
" =

v at+1 + v at +1
"
2

(4.17)

This condition need not be applied in cases where symmetric conditions from the
! traffic assignment model are applied, as those symmetric conditions automatically ensure

that a and a" have same flows.

!
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The network dynamics model presented in the previous chapters provides a
platform to conduct experiments on transportation networks to study their properties and
growth dynamics. Several experiments are conducted and the results are presented in this
section.
5.1

Base Case
A base case is chosen and variations are made to this case to study how these

variations affect the dynamics and the resulting hierarchies. The base case consists of an
evenly spaced grid network in the form of a square with each link having the same speed.
Each land use cell produces and attracts the same number of trips – uniformly distributed
Variable
0

va
gz, hz
γ

ρ0
ρ1
ρ3
τ
ψ
µ
α1
α2
α3
β

Description

Base case Experiment
C

Experiment D

Initial Speed (integer)
Land use properties of cell z

1
10

1-5
10

Case –1
1
10 – 15

Coefficient in eq. (4) Trip
Distribution Model
Coefficient in Revenue Model
Length power in Revenue Model
Speed power in Revenue Model
Tax rate in eq. (7) Revenue Model
Revenue Model parameter in eq. (7)
Unit cost in eq. (8) Cost Model
Length power in eq (8) Cost Model
Flow power in eq. (8) Cost Model
Speed power in eq. (8) Cost Model
Coefficient in eq. (9) Investment
Model

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
365
365
1.0
0.75
0.75
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
365
365
1.0
0.75
0.75
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
365
365
1.0
0.75
0.75
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
365
365
1.0
0.75
0.75
1.0

Table 5.1 Model parameters and values used for experiments - I.
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Case -2
1–5
10 – 15

Variable

Description

v0a
gz, hz
γ

Initial Speed (integer)
Land use properties of cell z

ρ0
ρ1
ρ3
τ
ψ
µ
α1
α2
α3
β

Experiment E
E
1
Urban

E1
1–5
Urban

Experiment
G – Torus
and Cylinder
1-5
10

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
365
365
1.0
0.75
0.75
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
365
365
1.0
0.75
0.75
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
365
365
1.0
0.75
0.75
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
365
365
1.0
0.75
0.75
1.0

Coefficient in eq. (4) Trip
Distribution Model
Coefficient in Revenue Model
Length power in Revenue Model
Speed power in Revenue Model
Tax rate in eq. (7) Revenue Model
Revenue Model parameter in eq. (7)
Unit cost in eq. (8) Cost Model
Length power in eq (8) Cost Model
Flow power in eq. (8) Cost Model
Speed power in eq. (8) Cost Model
Coefficient in eq. (9) Investment
Model

Experiment H
- Torus and
Cylinder
1–5
10 – 15

Table 5.2 Model parameters and values used for experiments - II.

demographic and employment. The network structure and land use properties are chosen
this way to eliminate network asymmetries as a confounding factor. Speeds on links
running in the opposite direction between the same nodes are averaged in this case. Since
Dijkstra’s algorithm does not list all possible shortest paths between any two nodes,
symmetry conditions are externally applied. Table 1 shows the parameters used in base
case and other experiments. The results for a 10 X 10 and 15 X 15 node network are
shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 (b) & (e) shows the spatial distribution of speed for the network at
equilibrium. The entire range of link speeds is divided into 4 equal intervals and these
interval categories are used in drawing the figure with the line thickness and color
representing the speed category.

The spatial distribution of speeds depends on the

parameters used in the model. Results clearly show that hierarchies and roads emerge
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from a localized link- based investment process. Despite controlling the land use and
link length, we believe hierarchies are emerging because of the travel behavior induced
by the presence of a boundary. Travel demand along the edges is inward while trips are
evenly distributed outward in all possible directions in the center.
jdfdjf

(b)

(a)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)
High

Low

Figure 5.1 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of speed for the initial network; (b) & (e)
Spatial distribution of speed for the network at equilibrium reached after 8 iterations; (c)
& (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flow for the network at equilibrium. The color and
thickness of the link shows its relative speed or traffic flow.
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It can be argued that if edges are eliminated in the base case by carefully molding
the geography into a torus while maintaining uniform land use and uniform spacing
between links and adding new links to connect the edges, then any link from the resulting
network becomes indistinguishable from any other link irrespective of its orientation
along the meridian or longitudinal axis.

This is the ideal case that produces no

hierarchies or identifiable roads. Easing any conditions in this “ideal torus” case will
result in hierarchies. In other words, the edges of the network are the force creating the
hierarchy – the greater utility of central links for traffic increases their flow, and thus
their speed.
Having examined the reasons for formation of hierarchies it is now time to reason
for the converging solution. For a given static land use, the economies of scale in the
cost function associated with traffic flow (α2 < 1) along with the increasing cost for
higher link speeds (α3 > 0) drives the system to an equilibrium. Diseconomies of scale in
the cost function with respect to traffic flows, while maintaining α3, result in an
oscillating equilibrium that will be explained in the following section.

5.2

Experiments
This section presents several experiments that release constraints in the base case,

one at a time, and explains the significance of the results. Some of the experiments in
this section are considered to investigate the effect of the coefficients on the base case.
One such experiment presented below considers the coefficients in the cost model.
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5.2.1

Experiment A
Recall the cost model (eq. 4.15). The values of coefficients in the cost model not

only signify the economies of scales but also help in bringing the system to an
equilibrium. This experiment considers the possible range of these coefficients and
investigates their effect on the equilibrium. The range of each coefficient is divided into
three intervals; less than zero, between zero and one, and greater than one. The resulting
nine spaces and the outcome of the network dynamics in each space are shown in Figure

Coefficient on Speed

5.2. Only in a few spaces does the system reach an equilibrium and in others the system

α3 > 1

Infinity

Equilibrium

Oscillates

0 <α3 < 1

Infinity

Equilibrium

Oscillates

α3 < 0

Infinity

Infinity

Near Zero

α2 < 0

0 < α2 < 1

α2 > 1

Coefficient on flow
Figure 5.2 Equilibrium average system speed for different values of α2 and α3 in cost
model.
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either oscillates or diverges to infinity or converges to a very small value close to zero.
These results make some intuitive sense. First the left column: If total cost
decreases as flow increases, we are not surprised that we obtained infinite speeds.
Similarly the bottom row shows that when total cost decreases as speed increases, we get
infinite speeds, at least until off set by diseconomies of flow.
Oscillations in speeds and flows are seen when diseconomies of scale in the cost
function with respect to flow exist provided the cost increases with speed. This behavior
can be explained by the relationship between traffic assignment and investment model,
simplified as shown in Figure 5.3 for understanding purpose.
Since the generalized link cost function, shown in Equation (4.4), is inversely
proportional to the speed (when ρ3 = 0), higher speed roads are most traveled, i.e., the
traffic flow is proportional to the speed (this is not entirely true when ρ3 > 0, which is not
the case here). But when α2 is greater than one the effect of the cost model on the
investment model makes the speeds inversely proportional to traffic flow. This conflict
between investment model and traffic assignment can be schematically represented as

fa " va

!

#1&
va " % (
$ fa '

fa
Traffic
Assignment

Investment
Model
!

!
va

Figure 5.3 Relationship between traffic assignment and investment model.

!
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fa

fa
Investment Model

Investment Model
Traffic Assignment

Traffic Assignment

va
va
(b)

(a)

Figure 5.4 (a) System reaches an equilibrium (b) System oscillates between two points.

shown in Figure 5.4.

Note that the relationship between flow and speed in traffic

assignment cannot be separated from the structure of the network and varies for each link
depending on the surrounding link speeds and their dynamics: The relation shown in
Figure 5.4 between flow and speed for traffic assignment is an approximation. This
conflicting behavior can still result in an equilibrium, as shown in Figure 5.4(a), unless
the curves intersect with periodic orbits as shown in Figure 5.4(b). This is exactly what is
happening when diseconomies of scale are attained in the cost function with respect to
flow variable. But there is still an equilibrium recursion does not fid it.
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5.2.2

Experiment B
In this experiment the coefficient of the speed term in the generalized link cost

function (ρ3 in equation 4.4) is varied between 0 and 0.1 in 0.01 steps and the resulting
dynamics are analyzed. This variable signifies the effect of link speed on toll that has to
dat

!

v at

Figure 5.5 Relationship between generalized!cost of traveling and links speed when

ρ3 > 0.

be paid to use the service. Except for this experiment all others presented in this chapter
are modeled with ρ3 as zero. The effect of positive ρ3 on travel demand model is that the
flow and link speed are proportional only up to a certain speed; links with higher speed
demand more toll and therefore undermine the advantages offered by the low travel time,
leaving the travelers preferring optimal links that offer lower travel time yet cost less.
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The relationship between generalized cost of travel and link speed is shown in
Figure 5.5. As the link speed increased, initially the cost of traveling drops but after a
minimum point the cost starts rising. Therefore, links with this minimum speed value
will be optimal and are stable. Depending on the position of this minimum value the
network dynamics either reach an equilibrium or oscillate. This experiment shows that

fa

fa
Investment Model
Investment Model

Traffic
Assignment

Traffic
Assignment

va
(a)

va

(b)

!

!

Figure 5.6 (a) Transportation dynamics reaching an equilibrium; (b) Transportation
dynamics oscillating.

when ρ3 is greater than 0.06, 10X10 network is resulting in oscillating equilibrium and in
case of 15X15 network it is 0.07.
Oscillating dynamics in this experiment are similar to experiment A except that
the roles of traffic assignment and investment model are reversed, i.e., in the investment
model the higher the flow, the higher is the speed, but in traffic assignment after a point
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the flow drops as speed increases. These oscillations are stylized in Figure 5.6(b). The
case in which the equilibrium is reached is shown in Figure 5.6(a). As expected the
observed oscillations of speeds are about the minimum point shown in Figure 5.5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

High

Low

Figure 5.7 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speeds for experiment C (random
initial speeds); (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the network at equilibrium; (c)
& (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flow for the network at equilibrium. The color and
thickness of the link shows its relative speed or traffic flow.
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5.2.3

Experiment C
Experiment C is similar to the base case except for randomly distributing the

initial link speeds between 1 and 5. Since speeds are randomly distributed symmetric

conditions in traffic assignment are not applied and the investment model applies the
condition that speeds on adjacent links are same. The network is evolved until an
equilibrium is reached. Since random distribution of initial link speeds makes the results
stochastic, 20 such cases are performed and the average of the results are taken. A
typical solution is shown in Figure 5.7.
Emergence of hierarchies and roads are clearly seen in this case.

Random

distribution of initial speeds produces non-symmetrically oriented roads with most of the
faster links concentrated in the center. Belt or ring roads are common. Figure 5.7 (c) &
(f) shows the spatial distribution of traffic flow. Notice that there are fewer links that
carry a high flow of traffic (thicker links in red) and many links that carry less traffic
(thinner links in green), resembling a rank order rule. To investigate this rank order
behavior of traffic flows of the network at equilibrium, results are compared with flow
distribution of the Minneapolis and St. Paul (Twin Cities) network. Figure 5.8 compares
the probability distribution of traffic flow for higher order networks for this case with
probability distribution of 1998 Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) on links in the
Twin Cities, where such counts are taken.
For the purpose of this graph, the entire range of flow distribution is divided into
8 intervals of equal size and the number of links falling in each interval is counted. These
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of traffic flow distribution of higher order networks with 1998
Twin Cities AADT distribution, Experiment C.

counts are divided by the total number of links in the network to get probabilities. These
intervals are given a rank; the lower the flow range in the interval, the higher is the rank.
Notice in the graph as the size of the network increases, the probability
distribution of the grid networks tend to get closer to the Twin Cities flow distribution.
This graph concretely establishes that it is possible to replicate the global properties of
real transportation networks by growing the network system using localized investment
rules.
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5.2.4

Experiment D
Experiment D is similar to the base case except for the treatment of initial speeds

and land use characteristics.

Land use characteristics of the cells are randomly

distributed across the geography between 10 and 15 trips.

In this case, unlike the

previous case, trips produced and trips attracted from a land use cell need not be the same
though collectively trips produced and trips attracted by all land use cells are same. Link
speeds in this model are dealt in two ways; firstly (experiment D1), speeds are assumed
to be same for each link with magnitude 1, same as base case. Secondly (experiment D2),
speeds are randomly distributed between 1 and 5 as it was done experiment A. Typical
solutions for experiments D1 and D2 on 10 X 10 and 15 X 15 networks is shown in
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10.
Since both land use and initial speeds are randomly distributed symmetric
conditions in traffic assignment are not applied, similar to the previous case.
Notice the similarity of behavior of this experiment with the previous case. We
believe the differences in land use distribution (and speeds in case of experiment D2) and
the boundaries are responsible for the hierarchies in this case. Similar to the previous
case, a rank order rule is observed in this experiment. The probability distribution of
flows for this case are compared with 1998 AADT distribution of the Twin Cities in the
Figure 5.11. Notice in this figure that as the network size increases the behavior of traffic
flow distribution is approaches the behavior of the Twin Cities, similar to the observation
in experiment C.
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Figure 5.9 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiment D1 (uniform
initial speeds and random initial land use); (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the
network after reaching equilibrium; (c) & (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flows for the
network after reaching equilibrium. The color and thickness of the link shows its relative
speed or flow.
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Figure 5.10 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiments D2 (random
initial speeds and random initial land use); (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the
network after reaching equilibrium; (c) & (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flows for the
network after reaching equilibrium. The color and thickness of the link shows its relative
speed or flow.
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of traffic flow distribution with 1998 Twin Cities AADT
distribution, Experiment D.

5.2.5

Experiment E
In this experiment the land use distribution in the base case is changed to an urban

land use distribution, computing with the equations specified in section 3.2.2. Urban land
use is distributed such that the network center coincides with the centers of the cupshaped trips attracted and trips produced functions. Since the more trips are attracted to
the center of the network, it is natural to expect the links that lead to the center carrying
high traffic. This behavior is shown in Figure 5.12 for 10 X 10 and 15 X 15 network.
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Notice the uniform spacing of major roads in both X and Y direction in Figure 5.12 (e),
and also the major roads are leading towards the center of the network where much of the
activity lies.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)
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Low

Figure 5.12 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiment E (uniform
initial speeds and bell shaped land use); (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the
network after reaching equilibrium; (c) & (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flows for the
network after reaching equilibrium. The color and thickness of the link shows its relative
speed or flow.
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Figure 5.13 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiments E2 (random
initial speeds and bell shaped land use); (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the
network after reaching equilibrium; (c) & (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flows for the
network after reaching equilibrium. The color and thickness of the link shows its relative
speed or flow.

Another variation to this experiment – call E2 - is to randomly distribute the
initial speeds, while maintaining an urban land use distribution. Speeds are distributed
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of traffic flow distribution for experiment E2 with 1998 and
1996 Twin Cities AADT distribution.

randomly between 1 and 5 and twenty such cases are performed. A typical equilibrium
network for this experiment is shown in Figure 5.11 on a 10 X 10 and 15 X 15 network.
The distributions of flow for experiment E2 are compared with 1998 AADT of
Twin Cities in Figure 5.14.

5.2.6

Experiment F
In this experiment the coefficient in the friction factor – w in equation (4.10) –

that represents the travel behavior is tested for its sensitivity and the results are compared
with each other and with Twin Cities traffic flow. If w is zero, that means the trips
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produced between any origin and destination nodes are independent of the cost of
traveling. Therefore, irrespective of the distance, in cases where land use is uniform,
same number of trips is produced from every origin node to every destination node. A

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

High

Low

Figure 5. 15 Experiment F (uniform initial speed and uniform initial land use, varying
friction factor parameter); (a), (b) & (c) Spatial distribution of speeds at equilibrium on
10X10, 11X11 and 15X15 networks respectively for w = 0.02; (d), (e) & (f) Spatial
distribution of speeds at equilibrium on 10X10, 11X11 and 15X15 networks for w = 0.8.
The color and thickness of the link shows its relative speed or flow.
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higher value of w represents a society in which shorter trips are more frequent, which is
true in developing and poor countries where auto-ownership is limited. A smaller value
of w means that the community has the means to take long trips (e.g. high automobile
ownership) and they are willing to pay the toll for long-trips. The equilibrium spatial
distribution of speeds for two w values that represent societies that prefer short-trips and
long-trips are compared in Figure 5.15. As expected the spatial distribution of speeds for
larger w value (short-trips favored communities) is much denser in relatively high-speed
links, as shown in Figure 5.15 (d), (e) & (f), than rich communities with ability to travel
long-trips, which are more hierarchical. The probability distribution of traffic flows for
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Figure 5.16. Comparison of probability distribution of flows at equilibrium on a 10X10
network for different w values with 1998 Twin Cities AADT distribution.
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different w values on a 10X10 network are compared with Twin Cities 1998 AADT
distribution in Figure 5.16. No conclusions can be drawn from this.
The variation of average traffic flow with respect to the coefficient w for a few
network sizes is as shown in Figure 5.17. As w increases the average traffic flow on the
network drops as expected. The behavior of average link speed, shown in Figure 5.18, is
similar to this behavior indicating that in rich communities, where travelers are willing to
go far distances and pay more tolls, produce a better transportation infrastructure. Up to
certain extent the

Variation of Average Traffic Flow with Travel Behavior
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Figure 5.17 Variation of average traffic flow with w for 10X10, 11X11 and 15X15
networks.
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Figure 5.18 Variation of average link speed with w for 10X10, 11X11 and 15X15
networks.

model has capacity to capture the feedback relationship between the growth of
infrastructure measured by increase in average link speeds and travel demand. For a
given w value as the network grows, the link speeds increases; as speeds increase, the
cost of traveling drops, which will in turn change the OD matrix i.e., the travel demand.

5.2.7

Experiment G

Results from experiment C suggest that hierarchies and roads form due to the presence of
boundaries, in order to examine the topologies without boundaries, cylindrical and torus
surfaces are considered in this experiment. Though these topologies are considered here
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Figure 5.19 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiment G on a
cylindrical topology; (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the network after
reaching equilibrium; (c) & (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flows for the network after
reaching equilibrium. The color and thickness of the link shows its relative speed or
flow.
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Figure 5.20 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiment G on a torus
topology; (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the network after reaching
equilibrium; (c) & (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flows for the network after reaching
equilibrium. The color and thickness of the link shows its relative speed or flow.
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Figure 5.21 Comparison of flow distribution of torus and cylindrical topologies with
1998 Twin Cities AADT for Experiment F.

for theoretical purpose, they are not strange in communication and distributed computing
fields.

Except for the topology this experiment is not different from the above

experiments. Initial speeds are randomly distributed between 1 and 5 while land use is
uniformly maintained- similar to experiment C. Since the initial speeds are random, 20
such cases are performed, and results for a typical cylindrical case on a 10X10 and
15X15 network are shown in Figure 5.19. These figures are drawn by cutting the surface
of the cylinder parallel to its longitudinal axis and spreading the surface flat.
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Note the distribution of speeds in Figure 5.19(b)&(e), high-speed links are away
from the boundary – behavior that was observed in experiment C. Formation of beltways
and rink roads are again seen this case.
Equilibrium spatial distribution of speeds and traffic flows in case of torus
topology can be seen in Figure 5.20, in which 10X10 and 15X15 networks are presented.
These figures are drawn by cutting only one ring of the torus surface along a plane that
passes through the longitudinal axis and then slicing the resulting cylindrical surface to
spread it on a plane.

Since there are no boundaries in this topology, the spatial

distribution of high-speed links is not skewed as seen in Figure 5.20 (b) & (e). Beltways
and ring roads formed in this topology too.
The probability distribution of traffic flow for these topologies are again
compared with Twin Cities AADT distribution, shown in Figure 5.21 and it can be seen
that the cylindrical and torus cases have a relatively flatter distribution, as expected with
torus having a flatter distribution than cylindrical case.

5.2.8

Experiment H
Experiment H is similar to experiment D except for the topologies - cylindrical

and torus surfaces are used. Both initial speeds and land use are randomly distributed;
speeds between 1 and 5 and land use between 10 and 15. Figure 5.22 shows the results
for a typical cylindrical case on a 10X10 and 15X15 network. Note the similarities from
the previous case.
Figure 5.23 shows the spatial distribution of speeds and traffic flows for a typical
torus case on a 10X10 and 15X15 network. The graph in Figure 5.24 compares the
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results from cylindrical and torus topologies with the probability distribution of AADT of
Twin Cities network. Since the speeds and land use properties are randomly distributed,
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Figure 5.22 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiment H on a
cylindrical topology; (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the network after
reaching equilibrium; (c) & (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flows for the network after
reaching equilibrium. The color and thickness of the link shows its relative speed or
flow.
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Figure 5.23 (a) & (d) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiment H on a torus
topology; (b) & (e) Spatial distribution of speeds for the network after reaching
equilibrium; (c) & (f) Spatial distribution of traffic flows for the network after reaching
equilibrium. The color and thickness of the link shows its relative speed or flow.
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Figure 5.24 Comparison of traffic flow distribution of cylindrical and torus networks
with twin cities AADT distribution for Experiment H.

20 such cases are performed and the average flows are used in generating a probability
distribution. The distributions of flows for these networks are not as skewed as Twin
Cities flows. The traffic flow distribution of torus topology is flatter than the cylindrical
case due to absence of boundaries. The geographical locations of high flow links in
cylindrical case are away from the boundaries, similar to the behavior seen in previous
experiments.
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5.2.9

Experiment I – A river runs through it
The network used in this experiment is as shown below with a river flowing along

the diagonal. This is a grid network in which the links around the diagonal are removed
and the resulting disconnected grid structures are connected by long bridges and a series
of links parallel to the riverbank. Since there is a river along the diagonal the trips
produced and attracted from these land use cells are zero. Every other land use cell
produces and attracts 10 trips. Initial speeds are distributed between 1 and 5 and a typical
result is shown in Figure 5.25. The bridges in the center of the network are carrying
more traffic and the feeder links to these bridges are in the immediate next hierarchy
level. Again it can be visually seen in Figure 5.25(c) that the distribution of traffic flows
is skewed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

High

Low

Figure 5.25 (a) Spatial distribution of initial speed for experiment G; (b) & (c) Spatial
distribution of speeds and traffic flows.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

Transportation network dynamics are inherently complex due to the numerous
human decisions involved; not just the decisions of travelers – how often to travel, where
to travel, when to travel, what mode to take, which route to take - but decisions that affect
the transportation environment, like where to locate and so on. Moreover, the decisions of
transportation financers (state DOT’s), transportation policy makers, transportation
modelers, and politicians also have considerable impact on the system. These individual
and institutional decisions are primary causes for observed transportation network system
properties like hierarchies, major roads, and congestion.

This research models

transportation system properties, of emergence of hierarchies of roads and major routes,
by implicitly modeling the factors that affect decisions. The importance of this research
is not just to theoretically demonstrate that the aforementioned transportation system
properties are intrinsic but also to emphasize the subtlety of human decisions in shaping
the network.
The model adopted integrates the traditional travel demand model with link-based
(or agent-based) revenue, cost and investment models.

On the specified network

structure, with uniformly or randomly distributed initial speeds and land use, the travel
demand model calculates the link flows using a shortest path algorithm, a toll is collected,
then the revenue generated by traffic on that link is invested for the link’s own growth.
The cost model specifies the threshold of maintenance for each link and if revenue
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generated by a link exceeds the cost, the investment model increases the speed of the
link, otherwise the investment model erodes the speed of the link. This renewed network
with new link speeds results in different travel behavior and the whole process is iterated
until an equilibrium in network speeds is reached or it is determined that there is no
equilibrium.
The experiments and results presented in the previous chapter give a sample of
controlled network dynamics experiments that can be performed using the model.
Usually consequences of such agent-based models are hard to predict though the
dynamics are deterministic, such is the case here too. The base case demonstrates that
despite maintaining uniform land use, initial speeds, link length, and node connectivity
(except for the network nodes along the edges all other nodes are adjacent to exactly four
other nodes) hierarchies arise due to the presence of boundaries and economies of scale.
When initial speeds are randomly distributed, the link speeds and flows self-organizes to
form roads.

This skewed numerical distribution and structured spatial distribution

emerges even when boundaries of the topology are eliminated by molding it into a
cylinder or torus surface because of the random speed distribution. Similar behavior is
observed when land use is randomly distributed or distributed imitating an urban center.
The observed emergent behavior and the spatial distributions of speeds and flows
are not strange to transportation planners, the surprising aspect here is the simplicity and
sufficiency of the investment model in replicating the real behavior. The revenue and
cost models, which are similar to Cobb-Douglas functions, are realistic simplifications,
the revenue in United States is collected using gas tax and link tolls. The models assume
the cost of maintaining a link depends on the traffic flow, average vehicle speed, and of
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course link length is not entirely implausible. The investment model used is a link-based
decentralized model, while in reality the investment on roads is coordinated by more than
one centralized agency and mostly comes in packages applied to multiple links, to exploit
economies of scale involved in constructing and maintaining roads. Moreover, these
investment packages are spatially heterogeneous in nature, in other words the rules of
transportation investment are not the same for every road or link in a geographical area.
Nevertheless, a decentralized investment model is surprisingly sufficient to model the
fundamental network dynamics and the model did a fairly good job. Such a decentralized
model can be justified if it is examined through an induced supply (and induced demand)
perspective; transportation planners recommend, or at least once recommended,
improving links that are heavily traveled and politicians tended to agree as it satisfies
more constituents. Further, it is speculated that a modified investment model that permits
the revenue sharing between adjacent links, similar to lending money to a neighbor,
would capture additional network dynamics.
Many of the modeling processes that are currently in practice are good but they
can be better. The model presented in this thesis is different from other modeling
techniques because it considers the growth of travel demand concurrent with
infrastructure growth. In many conventional planning processes the growth of travel
demand use is forecasted as if there are no current or potential infrastructure
improvement programs, while many transit and road improvement programs are
underway. Worse, infrastructure in current planning practice is assumed rather than
forecast as a predictable phenomenon.
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It is accepted by academia that transportation networks are complex systems that
exhibit properties like self-organization and emergence. However, there are to date no
publications that formally model the self-organizing aspects of transportation networks
and little work has been done in policy issues concerning such complex systems. This
thesis begins a new line of research in explicitly modeling certain self-organizing and
emerging properties of transportation networks. Though this thesis considers only a few
aspects of transportation networks it raises many important questions, in transportation
phenomena and dynamics (including the policy and planning issues), which cannot be
answered from the knowledge gained from this work and requires more research.

Implications of self-organizing behavior on transportation planning
It is established in the previous chapter that the hierarchies of roads and major
routes are self-organizing and emerging properties of transportation networks, now the
question ‘How to plan a self-organizing network?’ arises. Moreover, does planning a
self-organizing system make sense? The institutions that coordinate planning, financing,
construction and maintenance of transportation networks are self-organizing too, within
itself and among themselves, in which case how can self-organizing decision makers
effect its self-organizing subject?

How is it advantageous to model dynamics of

decisions along with the transportation networks? Further, cities, which are served by
networks, are also self-organizing and have a tremendous effect on transportation, how
can we model the interaction between land use growth and transportation networks from
the perspective of a complex system? Can such models capture urban problems like
congestion and sprawl? And is it possible to explore solutions to these problems using
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such models? The difficulty of planning arises because transportation networks are
unpredictable in nature (when long term dynamics are considered) and they depend on
many exogenous social, economical, political, and technological changes.
In the face of self-organizing behavior of networks I still believe that planning is
necessary in order to eliminate negative externalities, but the characteristics of
transportation networks suggest that the rationale of planning should be changed to subtly
changing the human decisions or traveler decisions (local changes), which is a challenge,
in order to fully utilize the properties of complex systems to achieve the planning
objectives (usually in terms of system properties). As seen in Experiment F (in which the
coefficient in the friction factor w is varied), the traveling characteristic w (local change)
highly influences the spatial distribution of roads, sometimes it is advantageous to have a
flatter hierarchical distribution of link flows especially in cases where congestion (an
externality of the system) is a problem.
Principles of complex systems say that changing the rules of interaction of agents,
although the rules might look counterintuitive, can attain the desired global properties of
systems. This is true in transportation networks too. In order to defend this point the
Twin Cities Ramp Metering Study conducted in late 2000 can be mentioned. The study
concludes (though the study offered a different solution) that the restricted freeway entry
case has certain benefits over uncontrolled freeway entry because the controlled case
makes the travelers utilize the network capacity which was previously unutilized. This
thereby maximizes the utility of travelers themselves, though it looks inefficient to some
travelers due to the long queues at ramp meters.
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After acknowledging the presence of such counterintuitive measures in
transportation, exploration of more such measures needs to be done. Unfortunately
conducting controlled field experiments in transportation network dynamics are generally
not feasible. It is posited that agent-based network dynamics modeled according to
principles of complex systems similar to the one presented in this research might prove to
be a useful tool.
As mentioned earlier the relationship between land use and transportation network
dynamics is crucial. Many of the current urban problems are due to congestion and
sprawl, which are byproducts of (or the solution to) an imbalanced land use and
transportation infrastructure supply. Although the model presented in this thesis does not
explicitly consider the relationship between land use and network it is speculated that
modeling this feedback relationship will help planning transportation projects that supply
the necessary infrastructure to manage congestion and sprawl. Moreover such models
can be effective tools for both urban and transportation planners. Most of the traditional
transportation planning models considers land use as a given variable (as in this model)
but by including the dynamics of land use it is speculated that richer transportation as
well as urban dynamics can be captured.

Future Work
An agent-based combined trip distribution and traffic assignment can be used in
place of traditional methods. Such a method would be more appropriate to model a
complex system. The traffic assignment used here is an all or nothing assignment (except
for the cases in which symmetry conditions are applied) according to the shortest path
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algorithm. Since drivers consider more than the shortest path, a more sophisticated route
assignment model would be able to capture much realistic dynamics.
The revenue, cost and investment models used are link-based models and are not
concerned about the state of the neighboring links. Cost and revenue sharing models can
be used in their place to reflect the complexity involved in revenue and investment
decisions. Sharing models let the revenue be borrowed between the adjacent links so that
“packages” of investments might be captured. Moreover these models can be made
spatially and temporally dependent. Other possible functional forms of the investment
model can be employed.
This model can be calibrated and tested for a real network.

Testing the

capabilities of the model can help in building a new transportation planning framework.
Integrating social and economic agent-based models with the network dynamics model
might prove to be of more advantageous as they can capture the mutual effect between
these fields.
The model considered in this thesis takes the underlying network structure (a
planar grid, a torus grid, a cylindrical grid, an intercepted grid) as a given variable.
Instead the formation of the network links and nodes themselves can also be modeled, but
this would be more involved. Introduction of multiple modes like transit and trucks
might help in modeling many other network dynamics like freight movement, and
shifting of travelers between modes.
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